
OUTDOOR DANCE LAB - Event #3 - How to move performance work from stage to
outdoors: Production Considerations and Accessibility for Site Specific Work

Speakers: Marie Lopes (Coordinator - ACE Team, Vancouver Board of Parks and Recreation),
Kay Slater (Accessibility Consultant), Christie Watson (Managing Director, Rumble Theatre).
Panel moderator: Heather Lamoureux (Executive Director, Vines Art Festival).

Julie Mamias  30:16
So I'm Julie Mamias, the executive director of new walks and your works is a long standing
artists you bought and presentations organization in Vancouver. And we are grateful for, you
know, like all the work that we do is based on the unceded and sacred territory of the
Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh First Nation. So yeah, thank you for joining us today
and the maiden visit and Centro team. Together, we wanted to organize an event to support
these artists in developing site specific outdoor dance presentations and works. So this
morning, we had the opportunity to listen to Anya will describe the the artistic process of
creating outdoor work, and how she engaged with audiences. And then Lindsay generously
shared our experience and knowledge on length acknowledgement. And at the end of our
conversation Lindsay asked us to write a love letter to mother earth. So I think it could be nice,
maybe a nice way to end these day, if you want to do that. And this afternoon, we will be talking
about the prediction consideration and accessibility for site specific work with a wonderful guest.
And thank you either for you know, being the panel moderator today, and I will let you introduce
all our guests.

Thank you.

Heather Lamoureux  31:55
Hi, everybody. My name is Heather Lamoureux and, yes, I'm moderating the panel. And I will
share little bits of things as as they come up for my experience as well. And I wanted to for the
people that are joining, we have closed captioning of this free put in the chat. We have live
closed captions going on right now at that link, if that's something you would like to utilize. And
in order for those closed captions, to be clear, for those who are using them. It's best if we
speak and then the next person speaks. So just not cross speaking, because it's harder for the
captions to, to catch when we do that. So yeah, just reminder to mute and unmute yourself. If
you want to ask a question. The format of this conversation is about 45 minutes, prepared
questions. And then for those of you that are guests, there's time for you to ask your questions
too. I think this is the logistics kind of part of of this day. And so it's really like getting into those
details and, and like nitty gritty things that you have to have to know how to do sometimes
they're not always the funnest, but sometimes they are. So yeah, a little bit more about me and
then I'll let the others introduce themselves. My name is Heather and I am the artistic director at



Biden's art festival which is a outdoor art festival. We do work throughout parks in Vancouver
and we work with closely with Vancouver is parks board. And we also work closely with
individuals and grassroots folks from Musqueam Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh First Nations on
how to work work in a good way in public space. Yeah, and I've been also performing outside
with a collective called pet paradise in the past as well. So kind of access working outside in a
more like organized way and then in a less organized way, so and all the in betweens. I have
mixed European ancestry and I grew up in Edmonton or treaty six territory. Now I live in western
Squamish slate with to territory and a lot of the work that binds does and the work that I do is
really to understand my place and what I can offer to The land that I live live on and how I can
string myself in into into what's here and do my best to be a good guest. Yeah, so I think I'll
leave it at that about myself. Maybe Christie can go next. And just a reminder that we were
going to introduce ourselves in our organizations and your art practice and your relationship to
land. And if you wanted to mention a memorable experience of working outdoors, to start, that
would be great to three minutes right.

Christie Watson  35:41
My name is Christie Watson. It's really nice to be here with all of you. I like he and the pronouns.
I am a musician and performer and producer and I'm currently the managing director for rumble
theatre or just playing rumble as we call it these days. I was born in Ireland, and raised in on
Algonquin territory in Ottawa. And we located after a few different moves to Vancouver in 2007,
to Coast Salish territory. But I'm also a mixture of pn descent, so Irish finishing Ukrainian training
and gang we're very early settlers in you know, this area in the in the prairies as well. So I think
that goes back five generations. So that's in my DNA as well. I'm currently in the midst of just
starting a professional development research project. That is kind of a lot to do with my own
relationship to the land and the work that I've been doing. And the intersections between that
and and the city as it's come up. I wish I had to be more eloquent to say about that, but it is
beginning of that. So yeah, early I was one of the things was, you know, early experience with
public art. And I remembered this thing that I did with a company called volcano theater, a
theater in the UK. And it was one drone as well, but the UK volcano theater and it was a piece
called the grays. And they had us all in gray body paint and gray outfits moving really, really,
really, really slowly through downtown Ottawa and through the Rideau center. And it was a really
amazing experience to see like, as opposed to say, busking or something, but when a
performance just kind of happens upon people and that the light that people have when they've
sort of come across art like that, that they weren't expecting to see and to have that kind of live
performance feedback loop that one gets with an audience. Totally by accident was really kind
of eye opening. has stayed with me for 25 years ago or something. That's me. Thanks, Christy.
Kay, do you want to go next? Me. Thanks for confirming. Hi,

Kay Slater  38:34
My name is Kay. I use they them pronouns. I am a multi disciplinary artist. I am a queer hard
appearing settler. And I work and live on the occupied and stolen lands of the lesbian Squamish
and Tsleil-Waututh people. I am Have a contract accessibility consultant, as well as a predator
working at multiple galleries across Coast Salish territory. Currently, I spend most of my time
working as the exhibition manager at grunt gallery, as well as the gallery coordinator, and



preparator at art starts in schools. My own practice is about expectations. I love disrupting and
questioning traditional exhibition standards especially focus through the lens of accessibility. I I
work At the intersection of multiple groups and locations and practices, and so I like to call
myself a creative problem solver. for a really long time As somebody who is an arts professional
All right To be a was kind of at this place where I would Wasn't it wasn't a an envy but it was I
was what was always working to realize other people's art and It made me wonder where my
own practice fit in relation to that and I've been doing this now for almost a decade and what has
evolved from This is that I take great pleasure. In realizing these These exhibitions, These
projects, These public experiences And I have this kind of Opportunity At the last point before
things do go public. before they're shared to have this conversation with artists who really have
an idea their head of what they want to say. And I have the opportunity to kind of speak On
behalf of Audiences because As in a lot of cases, artists are Brought to To a place where the art
is brought to a place and the conversation between the audience and the artist has to happen
through the art and there's there's not as many live opportunities for the artists to really be
discussing With the audience, how they can interact with that work and so, this experience this,
the work in Disability Justice that I have been under sticking around for the last decade has kind
of allowed me to have these really great conversations. To encourage artists to be thinking
about audience says in ways that they have Perhaps traditional not been thinking of And then
they take that experience with them. It becomes part of their practice They actually take my
practice into their practice and When they go to a new level A new sight reimagine their work
and in new place. I am Little problem Have that and then they insist When's the new place that
they go? With this new knowledge of Audience And access and I've given myself goosebumps.
It's very rewarding work. I think I have a couple of seconds left at the contemporary art gallery or
keg in so called Vancouver for seven years And I was the only prepatory small enough to fit in
the small window spaces in front of the guy. All right. So it meant that I would do a lot of yoga
installing, or that's what we would call it, but that's you know, that's appropriative. So it was
stretching balancing acts Where we'll be holding these precious pieces of work behind.

Eight to 12 inches Glass To position This work while holding Screen drivers and various
Equipment Try and get it in such a place. While the artist is saying outside while the audience is
watching walking past and wanting to discuss and it was this wonderful opportunity for me to
really come to this place that I was Talking about before because the window was my window
into seeing these artists, talking to the audience who's walking behind them and having these
experiences. Of course, it's memorable. For me because I can remember my whole body
shaking and sweating and going Please spend conversation so that you could tell me that it's
placed in the right place so I can place this screw and we can move on. But it was just this
wonderful thing to just remind us that while our practices are so important than these people He
says that there is an audience that is coming to it and when we keep them in mind, we have this
chance to have Something really deep and fulfilling.

Heather Lamoureux  43:43
Thanks Kay, yeah expectations. That's an interesting way to formulate your practice. Marie is
the Last one to go Then could you introduce yourself please?



Marie Lopes  43:58
Betcha hi everybody

my name is Maria Lopez my pronouns are she Her and I'm a first year Reaching settler on these
lands My family is from Hong Kong. British and Chinese and Portuguese background I was poor
in what we call Southern Ontario and the lands of the Odawa,  Potawatomi and Ojibwe people
and then kind of hopscotched across Turtle Island. I spent some time in treaty six territory in
Edmonton. And for 20 years I've been very, very, very fortunate to live as an uninvited guest in
the territory of the musqueam. Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh People and I'm profoundly grateful
to be here. Um, my practice I have a daughter who's 31 years old and I got my first job. In an art
museum In a contemporary art museum in Canada When she was six months old so that helps
me Keep track for 30 years. I've been working first in the visual arts 20 years in, in museums
where I'm like, okay, I really became interested in Those kind of shaggy boundaries between
what constitutes makers Art creative practice. An audience says I've come In this time In my life
to think of my Work as holding space, holding space for artists for creative practice for
audiences to come together. If that coming together is a bums in seats or a walking through
museums situation it should be the best possible experience that can happen in that context,
but also that shaggy terrain, social practice community engaged practice artists interventions
diverse Public Art practices that blur the lines between makers. And non makers and blurring
the lines around what constitutes engagement. super interesting to me. So that's where I try to
do most of my work is that wanders into formal education. it wanders into our discourse. And
into interdisciplinary practice. Just a lot and like Okay, I think I Have a pretty good job. I'm the
coordinator of arts culture and engagement for the Vancouver park board. I've been doing that
work for about 10 years before that I was the head of public programs at the Vancouver Art
Gallery. for about five years My relationship To the land is Young and humble I would say in my
in my work for the Vancouver park board, I tried to again enable and hold space for, for the work
of artists and for art themselves to to meet and engage with a diversity of publics in a way that
you As respectful and grateful to you The local nations here As we all learn how to be Better
guests on these lands memorable experience in public art. My goodness, I guess I would have
to say recently for for this particular audience a few years years ago, I was privileged to Work
with Julia chap and air Sit down, trying to figure out a piece that was created in collaborate
collaboration with us. spikeless squalane dance and drum roots of Squamish drumming dance
ensemble, where they were dancing in the trees in Stanley Park and on the Round and singing
and drumming on the ground and Stanley Park Today stick out for me in That amazing work.
One was bringing Julia and parkwood arborists together to wander around in the forest and pick
a space where areas dancers could successfully climb and harness themselves to trees and
walk To the thing flip over in the arborists brain when he understood how knowledgeable Julia
and her colleagues and her collaborators is back with skwala more about the trees and how to
be with them. I don't think it had ever occurred to, that that particular group of people

The breadth of what constitutes an artist's practice. And I stood and watched that light bulb go
on and that union of knowledge happen which was amazing And then the second thing that is
memorable to me was watching. Watching that partnership Aereo sense back was volunteering
into a true collaboration and seeing Squamish song holder Western honey, fly in the air learn



how to learn how to fly with ariosa dancers and sing a song of gratitude To the trees is
something that I'm going to remember for a long time. And that's me. Hey, thank you. Yeah, so
yeah,

Heather Lamoureux  49:45
I've been lucky to have Marie's support. With a lot of the work that binds is done, and definitely
feel like couldn't have done it without her And other people at the park board I Think like, the
first thing that comes to mind often is the permit when you think about doing work outside and
the rules and the bureaucracy and how to how to navigate all that and it's quite overwhelming
when when you just don't know anything And so yeah, really and others have been really
supportive. For me to learn and understand how to navigate gate, that whole system and I'd say
That, you know, purse Really There's a lot of things that parks Word currently is doing you know
it camps at a camp hope like taking people out of the park houses people There's there's a lot of
there's a lot of different parts of the very big big entity and so you know connecting with entities
jewels like Marie that are really like stand Ending behind artists In supporting supporting us has
been really important because it's such a big huge entity. So, yeah, I thought we could talk
about Park permits a little bit. Of course, you know, there's there is the there's a fundamental
situation where we're like on the land and getting permits and and you know, there's a bigger
question and a lot to unpack around that and maybe we'll just leave that aside for now but I just
want to acknowledge that that is a thing that we're discussing is is harvesting on I'm on stolen
land. That being said, it is what we're doing what we need to do currently in order to share work.
So, yeah, I would just ask The group probably Murray's a good place. To start with this
conversation And We can all do came in after but why And when do you need park? minutes
and how the Go about Giving them a specific performance. The irony

Marie Lopes  52:15
of us coming together on this day, I hope is not lost on you. Those of you who know me may
think that I got a haircut. But in fact, my hair is wet, because I couldn't dry it because I was
listening to Dr. Bonnie until the last possible second to get the most current information for this
discussion. So today is the day that everything had the potential to change in terms of what can
happen in terms of performance outdoors, and I listened for as long as like, but so what I
understand is that it looks like if all goes well, did other people listen to the other people listen to
Dr. Ronnie. Yeah, okay. We will be able to return to something close to what we had last
summer, which is that we will be able to gather in groups of 50. outdoors, spread out at six foot
distance from June 15. forward. So right now, I think we're still Yeah, no kidding. We're still
limited to gatherings of 10. In in, even in outdoor public space. So Park permits, when do you
need a park permit, I would say if you are rehearsing, filming, performing, hosting any kind of an
intervention that has to happen when and where you're planning it, then you should probably
reach out to us for a permit. Everybody wants to be in parks right now. Some of it is self
organizing, there are book groups and knitting groups and folks who miss yoga and just decide
to get together there are classes and workshops and fitness clubs. Everybody is wanting to be
in parks and probably will be all summer. So that's the first reason to to get a permit is it's a it's a
really good way to find out if anything else is happening where you want to be so that a Steve
Nash boot camp does not go running through through your performance or or someone's



wedding. Just to give you a little bit of background, the the arts team is able to has able to
permit for community engaged practice small work, experimental work, work that requires the
kind of engagement that I undertook with Julia TAs, that's actually a really good example to be
able to get to get those dancers up into the trees. In the past, that work was usually for an
audience of 100 200 or less, in which case, somebody like Heather or Christie would would
come to me, we'd figure out what they wanted to do. We'd figure out how, what was necessary
from the from the park board in order to do that. And then we could issue a permit anything
bigger than that. So if you are a Jazz Fest, or if you are the Vancouver Symphony, and you're
planning to host a concert at Sunset Beach for 5000 people, you would go to the special events
and filming department. So those are the folks who if you are going to have portable washrooms
and food trucks and parking and then he dressed plan and people in high vis vests doing this.
Special Events and filming are the experts in that work. But for small, smaller, more
experimental, more interventionist work. It was me and my team, we are able to book space in
parks, you're able to issue permits without charging you. It's not a ton of money. It's like 30
bucks that you saved but you know, 30 bucks is 50 bucks. and support you in presenting your
work as a partner with the park board. Since COVID, though, everybody's audiences 50 or less.
So the folks who who issue the permits are crashing into to each other a little bit. Um,

so I guess the smartest thing, the smartest way to think about it is to think about those things. If
your work if you have questions about how you would make your work happen if you don't have
that level of complexity of meeting porta potties and food trucks and so on, if your work has a
community engaged aspect to it, then you should be coming to the ACE team for your permit.
Because we don't have the vast responsibility of all those weddings and boot camps and movie
shoots and all the other things that especially events and filming for the city of Vancouver and
Harcourt have to issue permits, we can be a bit more nimble than our colleagues in those
departments. So we also have the flexibility to turn a permit around in a couple of weeks. So
that's another kind of benefit to being able to work small I anticipate that we will be able to take
the COVID safety plans that we developed last summer. tweak them according to the current
provincial health order. And make those available to people. So the process is you can contact
anybody on the arts and culture team at the park

board. A lot of people come

to me and then I bump them to the arts programmer who is responsible for the region where
their work will take place. We talk your work through with you. We can now put tentative
bookings onto different spaces and parks that we can't officially book anything. Prepare a permit
for you. We send you a COVID safety plan that you You have to agree to follow. And then we
talked with you a little bit about how to follow that COVID safety plan because agreeing to
something and then actually making Talking about making it happen. I see very different things.
And I think Heather would agree anybody Two made work last summer. We learned a lot. We
learned a lot. A lot. A lot last summer presenting work in public space. So I was that first starter
Good I think one thing

Heather Lamoureux  59:40



would be what would people need to like come from With to you, like ideally you know what
information Should they have to say amplifies the conversation. Yeah

Marie Lopes  59:53
So All the bascis: date, time, duration duration including set up and tear down equipment. What
what you envision a really important thing to know about presenting work in parks is that you
can't break ground with anything bigger than a tent peg. So intricate tenting intricate lighting
giant Sound Systems the These things won't fly. in this in this content So the kind The size and
scope of what you hope to present you should have prepared in terms of COVID how larger
group are you amplified sound or no, you should know About projection or in No You should
know about And then I mean most of the things People who come to me Really clear sound
Have you What you hope to achieve Yeah, that's all I'll say. Because very often, if you're
choosing to work outside if you're choosing to, to work in a park and in a sense, work with the
land and very seldom just a cut and dry picnic blankets in a, you know, a three piece band.
Right. So, what are you working with? With your ideas outdoors? And what's what's necessary
to manifest that freedom? and Heather, at this point, you probably know better than me that all
the questions we asked you. Yeah, I'd say like the signage to is a thing. No, right. When it's
signs you're gonna have and that's something that comes up signage, and yeah, and yeah, I
think to considering what Park you're using for loading in and out like parking is like a big that's
like a thing to just before you even talk to somebody consider. Yeah. And I guess, Christy, you
and I have had this conversation several times now. You can't leave anything in a park. So
prepared to set up and tear down or to have a security guard that stays with whatever it is for
the full duration. The tip for

Heather Lamoureux  1:02:40
that is even if you don't think you'll need lights while you're doing your show, because you do it
in daylight, you might need them. You're taking down the stuff. Yeah, did Christie and Kay have
anything to add to the park permit conversation? For? Know for you? Okay, Christy, and oh,
sorry. Go ahead. Christie.

Christie Watson  1:03:07
I was on me more just to say that I'm very much in the figuring this out mode myself. together a
few did Marie and I are our work well. Okay, I'll step back. So Rumble has secured some
funding to build a series of tents, which can be arranged in different modular configurations in
theory, and some funding from the Vancouver foundation to explore that idea. This summer,
ideally in the news about 50% gatherings as a true 15. Because very encouraging. So we're
just, we're sort of just dipping our toe in and a lot of ways I mean, having done things outside,
whatever, everything's kind of a little bit new and different this summer. And I think that will be a
real kind of transition or re education around how we gather. outside. But in terms of the
permitting question. Lately, I've just I've been kind of approaching things like okay, well, how
much can you simplify something and still have your your vision be achieved? And save
yourself some of that difficulty? Because it? It it can be challenging, you know, and it can be
disappointing if these things don't come through? So like, what's the what's the path of least
resistance? What's your audience number that you can get away with that? I mean, it's not such



a thing these days of 50 the max anyway. But, you know, for example, I know a lot of people
come to me and ask about, well, how do I get a liquor license? And you say, What do you really
want to serve liquor anyway? Like, it adds a level of complexity that maybe don't need, you
know? And then yeah, so So right now, I currently have a series of different proposals out with
Marie, as we speak, we're going to sort of figure out, you know, how can this work and the one
thing that that I learned from Marie as well as different parks are easier to do things in than than
others. So that's, that's worth asking about too. You know, there's places where everybody
wants to be like Trout Lake. And then there's places where fewer people want to be and I was
surprised to hear that, you know, Brighton new Brighton Park is somewhere that's less in
demand, shall we say? So? Yeah, there's a lot of moving parts and it's, it's good to figure out
where you where you can be and maybe not be super attached to a specific location and having
having as much flexibility as possible is, is handy.

Marie Lopes  1:05:50
That makes me think about

power requirements. You should know your power requirements and how you plan to get that
power. Before you before you started, Christie, I was going to say I do only I do only speak for
the Vancouver Park Board and The so presenting work in parks in Burnaby, or new West will be
different there there. This is all internal to the two different cities and jurisdictions. But I do sit on
an interprovincial group of arts administrators. So if you do want to be somewhere else, you
could reach out to me, I may be able to point you to the right person.

Heather Lamoureux  1:06:40
Awesome. Okay, great. So that's permits. And if you have a question at the end, you can ask it
in just to say, yeah, it was to Sophie's question, it would be the organization's responsibility, not
the artist individually. Yes. And so the next question, and the next focus would be around who is
your audience say, you've got the permit, you've secured that you've got the permit at this point.
And so you question then who is your audience? And at the beginning, ideally, how do we make
it more accessible to more audiences, knowing knowing where you are, etc. And so I thought k
could maybe take the lead on discussing various ways to make outdoor events more accessible
than others. As you know, with fines we've, what's the beginning just thought, Oh, it's free. It's
accessible. You know, like, it's outside, it's free. It's in a public space. It's in the city. It's
accessible. Well, that's, we've spent like three years now, learning how that's not true and
developing new pathways towards the facility, even for what may seem compared to like a
expensive valet show very accessible, everything can always be more accessible so yeah. Do
you have any beginning thoughts on that conversation?

Kay Slater  1:08:17
Yeah, for sure. It's Kay. Thank you so much. The big pieces of advice I have for accessibility is

starting those discussions as early as possible. Acknowledging that that word accessible, as
Heather has set up very, very well means such different things to different people. And so
transparency about what you mean When you say the word accessible is very important. And



then lastly, I've got these Three ideas. The third one was a theory is no one Sing Way to be
accessible to Everyone Actually shouldn't be your goal. Because you can't do one thing one way
and serve all people. There's this term called Universal Design. One of the ideas is that you're
going to serve the greatest number People I can't keep as many People in mind as you can you
design a thing but Understand, that's I'm accessibility needs access needs actually going to
conflict with other people needs our best example. As we meet on zoom right now is Is that if we
had any low vision or blind folks Who were using a screen reader or had screen reader
technology turned on on their phone every time we put it into the chat. That's text that a text
reader is going to start speaking While we speak So while that's incredibly accessible to me who
realized On caption on reading time And what is being said it completely overwrite somebody
who depends on the auditory access to the information. And so that's what I mean there's no
one single silver And so that that shouldn't be your goal. No one has enough money to do one
single thing Going to solve it and it is awesome. So the first thing that I brought up with As
currently as possible, so Have your vision, have your ideas and get your get your permanent
because again, your location could change once you know that location And that's when we
think about stability. Unless you're thinking about next year and just in case somebody is
watching or listening or reading right now, the transcript planning in advance. Start thinking
about accessibility before you even find your funding. Because it is less Expensive labor for you
to be considering multiple audiences and your accessibility needs at the beginning rather than
trying to modular Lay or fit them in after the fact. scrambling plan and budget, find people to do
things Sometimes when we're doing something if you happen at the beginning for exams You're
writing scripts. For your performance, why can your scripts Not double as a Transcript
Something that can be left behind. for somebody to read, you don't have to Write it after the fact
that you have that in mind when you're doing that planning. So, as early in the process, you can
be thinking about accessibility think the second one that I was Talking about, I've already
forgotten my order. So I'm just gonna keep going run or as I'm thinking of it, so you've got your
permit, you know your location. Now you're going to be considering each of those audiences. Is
it a single performance? Oh, it was transparency. All right. So my second point was you As
parents, so if you're doing a single performance and remember that calm Flex with the idea of
the third one that one thing can't be everything to everyone. Just be transparent About What you
are offering here If you are not going to have captions for professional, I'll talk to you about that
a little bit later about how you can have captions at an outdoor event. But if you're not going to
have that available, then then say it, we're going to apologize that you're not going to have it
because you can't apologize to each and every group comes in convenience by not having
things but if you are going to have that, be clear about that. Be clear about when it's going to
happen. So transparency, what you can and what you can't do. And reach out to your
community. Ask us people because you're not your lived experience is important. But you're
never going to be able to have the knowledge of everybody who's coming to attend your event.
So transparency. Gosh, why am I not keeping organized? What did I say about the third one
earliest possible? transparent? No.

Thank you. Yes. So if you have the budget here, if you have the budget, or if you're considering
how you're going to deliver this, what would it mean for you to have two outdoor performances?
What would it mean to have multiple performances during that time? What would it mean for



you to have one morning performance and remember that word acceptable as talking how it's
not a universal thing, parents with strollers or kids who get up early in the morning, and can
actually get their kids out the door before nap time, an early morning performance is going to be
more accessible than say, right after lunch, or in the evening. And so thinking about able bodied
people with children is just as relevant as if you're going to be looking at a beach front Park
situation, where mobility devices are going to need to access your skate your stage or where
you're going to be activating. Or if you're in the forest. All of those things like a stroller and a
mobility device, they can be thought of at the same time, but putting them in the same group
doesn't necessarily serve the same people. So if you think about your audience, in terms of how
you want them to engage, you really kind of open it up and go, Oh, it actually makes sense for
me be offering this at multiple times? What kind of labor? Is that going to be? how it's going to
affect my performers? What kind of light Do I need all of those things? So that's why I'm saying
so early in the process thinking about access, I could probably go on forever. So I'm going to
hand the microphone back to you at this point.

Heather Lamoureux  1:14:57
Yeah, I think like with VINES, we've chosen like this, this event is maybe not the best event to
have an ASL interpreter, because there's a lot of music. And that's really hard to interpret. So
maybe we'll go with this other event as our as one of the ones with ASL interpretation.
Considering what makes sense, or which group. Yeah, stage two, we're working in mind right
now on accessibility audit. And we're doing videos that show walking into a park and so that
people a video version of an accessibility audit instead of like, thing that's really hard to even
some people may not access it. So we're creating videos to discuss all of all of the various in all,
many of these various, you know, access needs that could come up in the space. And also just
because a lot of thinking about your divergent, so assisted folks, like a lot of it is really just being
able to see and know where you might be going. And then being able to make your own
choices. So the more we can like, provide, provide that option for you to be prepared to make
your own choice.

The better. Yeah, perhaps we'll move quick. We'll do one, one last question. And to speak and
answer this one first, and then we'll open it up.

So I know you're we've we've had a conversation about this. And it's something you're thinking
about a lot, especially as you're bringing something will work for women for permanent but it's
more permanent than than something that leaves after a few hours. So curious about what
challenges or opportunities do imagine or have arisen, working outside with neighbors within a
neighborhood because our parks are often surrounded by houses and also people that that use
those spaces as sheltering aces. And yeah, so who's already in the park? And what are we
going to consider around? Joining into that neighborhood?

Christie Watson  1:17:22
Yeah, I just saw I clicked as if there was a question from Sophie in the chat about as an artist,
whether or not as an individual artist, if presented by an organization, if it's your responsibility,
the organization's responsibility to get permit? And I would say, though, I would never assume



anything, communicate, because you can, generally speaking, I would say it was your
organization's responsibility. Presenting

anytime with any questions. You may have been an organization there was it's a no, that's your
responsibility.

But, yeah, for self producing stuff. But regarding that question. Now, these are all part of things
we're thinking about in terms of this pilot project in the summer. And things we're trying to get to,
you can't be everything to everyone. But what we're more interested in, in this pilot project is the
framework and the way things are done, rather than what is being done. So what's the thing
that's most useful to that particular community that you're going to say, in our case, we tend to
think in terms of so how do you incorporate existing activities in the park? So that yoga coaches
remember that, that is regularly there? How do you how do you reach out to the community and
find ways that people can participate in this infrastructure that you're putting in terms of
neighbors, I don't know that I've ever done something outside where there wasn't some. So
that's just kind of open hearted and generous with those people as well. And they make your
two and you can usually get through those kinds of complaining moments. Like go to an anger
space. But I think it's um, you know, for this, this pilot thing, we're looking at it as a kind of five
year process, you know, like this, this is like, you know, what's the little thing that could
potentially happen easily given that nothing is ever easy, there's always something different
groups. Here other options, bringing in a 2000 pound cement block? Obviously, that's not super
easy, either. So how do you how do you know the problems never really, the problem that
occurs is really the problem that you think you're gonna have. So again, to Kay's point, just get
going as far in advance as possible and as

simple as Marie was talking about what to be included in your pitch as always, there's a lot to
consider in terms of kind of overnight things and what might be called security but we're trying to
production ain't overnight. Any kind of shelter ish looking space up an apartment to expect in an
arcade efficiently

once that

whoever needs the space will remain in that pocket, public use for everyone. But you know,
whoever And if those are houseless people, those are people who, you know, using rubs or
whatever the situation is, how do you make that scale? Well, so the big question for us right
now, no mixing contest to ways of having security present. There hasn't been a traditional
security team aware that those buildings clean up

before that

may find folks hanging around there and it's time to transition. So how do you have people
they're part of your team whose job is really to go in and say, Hey, this is what it's all about. Like
my speaking that I could see network communication constant communication with everybody
all the time of the office consider doing the audience members, city or host nations and they



always forget Next time but also I like to think think of things as a multi year incremental Or
iterative process. We will try something this summer, let's say Doing something as a one off
Much madness. Certainly On going on thing and we don't really No Be gentle with yourself
conditions there's anything that you can do. Enjoy it and some artists can Can you sum up
antastic Anybody who's done Good Yeah As you were talking to both of you, I What's going on
A lot of this conversation is really about cost. Text when

Marie Lopes  1:24:15
When Artists present work in non-traditional venues, the audiences are not making the tacit
agreement They make when they walk through the door was in the theater or they want to be
doors in the art gallery There are Behaviors and responses to those kinds texts That are not
present and hopefully If you're a person who works on the land. That might be partly why you're
doing it. Right If you have have an interest in social practice or community engaged work or
interventionists work or public art.

Moving out of the context of the white cube which has its own set of power tools

Is enabling in a different way but You know the sun and the trees and the wind Then the sunset
and the dog walkers and the time at which the eagle flies by. And the and the babies in our they
all become a part of your work in a way that I think some folks who may not take this on so
intentionally, who just think, Oh, well, we can't work indoors, but maybe we can work out there
as the summer. You may not recognize it till you're in it. And if you take some time beforehand,
to be in the place, consider the place consider your work in response to the place. And as
Christie says, it takes a tremendous amount of generosity. The unexpected. Always takes a
tremendous amount of generosity in terms of the interface with the with the folks and the
creatures that you meet.

Heather Lamoureux  1:26:25
And also having the ability to write. Yeah, yes, be able to shift, shift roles and shift mindset.
Within the shifting landscape, right, people are coming through, many people come through
those spaces. Yeah. Okay. You have something to add as well. Yes.

Kay Slater  1:26:54
I know, we're talking about outdoor spaces. But I really had like, a lot what Marie was saying
was about how we're moving out of traditional spaces. And the relationship or the agreement
that your audience makes when you move into the spaces are one thing. And I've actually
experienced something very similar with artists who are moving online. And so what I'm really
enjoying about this conversation is, but if you consider or you have this experience, or as
Christie was saying a building a longer relationship with the project, by starting to explore in real
physical spaces, you have you learned something about moving into a digital space, because
just because you call a photo series online, a gallery, there wasn't the same agreement of that
person who's sitting at the computer who approaches your work. And so there are discussions
of things like content warnings that are happening online, that could really be interesting slash
important to your work that is coming outside. And when you're talking about coming into a



space into a neighborhood that is very site specific for you and your work, and it speaks to you,
you still you came into that space. And so same as when you are coming into somebody's
household, or mobile device or whatever, when you're when all of a sudden they're coming into
that that might not be the same choice or mindset that they have when they go into a traditional
space. So I just wanted to bring that up as so many people have been kind of struggling about
this idea of digital and I'm in this very strange, worried and excited place. Because this past few
years have been well, year and a half has been the most accessible. Again, for me, it's not
accessible for everyone, but having captions on all of these arts performances, were not things
or conversations, so many people were engaged in having before we were forced to be online.
And so my nervousness comes from as people want to snap back and get back to traditional
places, we have this opportunity to be having this deep conversation about what does hybrid
look like? What does the disruption of a traditional space look like? What does it look like to
engage with audiences who for the first time didn't have a body by barrier to access your work?
And do you want to do you want to leave that conversation behind just because you remember
a time that was easier for you? So big, big questions, big things, but as you explore the summer
as you explore bringing your work outside, those things that you learn can also come in the
western desert landscape that is the the internet, Western as an old west. So yeah, as you
explore that, that undiscovered, undiscovered, gosh, it's so colonial hi me, doing my colonial
pop language here, moment. That land, digital land that we are going To be exploring online and
taking those things that we learned together, I will hand it back.

Heather Lamoureux  1:30:29
Yeah, I think all of all of what you spoke all three of these spoke to really like gathering and
bringing forward your learning from each, each iteration, whether it's online or in person, or
doing working in the same Park multiple times. Ideally, we take the time, take enough time. And
as much as we want to take time, at the beginning of the time, at the end to reflect I find this is
vital. A part of the process is really like using that the next time around, like we've worked in
some parks, and we have a very different relationship with them, because we worked in them
for seven years, or the one we're going to enter in for the first time this year will be different. And
we will have all these questions. And only after time that we get to know. Yeah, so we have
about 20 or so minutes left, I wonder if there's anybody that has any questions, or anybody like
that, or I can ask more questions, or if any of the panelists have something they feel they'd like
to talk about? Yep.

Christie Watson  1:32:13
I don't have much to say about it. But I did put on chat, that really resonated with me when I
read it in terms of this kind of work about more than just the performance process. Especially
talks about participatory action research. not included. And it's really not a question this usage
will carry just sort of saying, we used to do this thing in the theater, and now we're gonna do just
the same, it's just totally different. And exciting and really wonderful thing and can be
challenges. But anyway, I just wanted to share that because it like it the legs, says something
great, thanks to some resources that they'll share, as well. Oh,

Heather Lamoureux  1:33:44



oh,

Kay Slater  1:33:47
they're just super, super long. These were written pre COVID. They're not necessarily outside.
But as you were considering about your your piece about moving it outside about standards of
sizes for signage for your program booklet that you're going to leave behind or even leave
online for people to be able to access or as you do something really amazing outside, that you
then are going to reimagine an indoor space in the future. I wanted to share those from a
predators point of view. While I have the I have the mic pointed at me, I also earlier talked about
carte services and about whether or not that's something you could consider for your
performances. If you are looking at projection, you have the opportunity to be able to be having
text or captions for your outdoor works. But there are also portable cart devices. We are
experiencing right now a live transcription service through otter. If you have access to Wi Fi,
which I think was we had talked about power considerations earlier when you're thinking about
outdoors. Well, what about Wi Fi is the park you're going to be in have the free to tell us or city
Wi Fi If data is required, what does that mean for your audiences, as Heather was saying
before, it's free, it's outside, it's accessible. But if a map needs to be downloaded, or where are
the accessible parking spots located, or any of those kinds of all of that information, if that
involves data of somebody downloading beforehand, having those things in mind, I'm in the
reads, I'm sorry, I'm coming back to CART services. So cart is communication, accessibility, real
time translation. And basically, it's somebody who's typing and things are happening. So if you
have a dance performance that is happening, and your dancers are speaking, or there's music,
and music is essential for you, for you to express the movements that are being able to be seen,
consider that outside, folks who consider themselves to be hearing or have never experienced
any kind of product, great challenges, may actually not be able to access the sound, even
though you spent the money on your, on your big speakers, done all the work, it should be it
should be there. Outside is a different environment than an inside building that has been
constructed and plan for sound engineering. And so when you provide things like transcripts for
a cart professional, somebody who's typing out a description of that music, you're actually not
only providing access to your audience, you're also normalizing the practice of captions to folks
who don't typically think about captions, serving them or serving other people. And so that's,
that's a really lovely way for you to be investing in your community by considering cart. But if
you have a script, I'm making that available for folks who who show up who may not be able to
hear the information and can read along for somebody who is low vision, and may not also be
able to hear all the pieces having that something that they can read on their device. So
transcripts and captions are not exclusive to the world of online, there are definitely things you
can be thinking about. And they are not restricted to just theater experience or gallery
experience. They can be taken outside. And you want more information about that. I'm always
super keen to talk about ways that we can explore bringing captions and transcriptions to non
traditional spaces. Thanks, Mike back. Thank you. Great. Lots of readings,

Heather Lamoureux  1:38:09
do I opened one of those with the big booklet. Okay, so last up, I'll ask a final question to
everybody. But just wanting to double check that nobody else. We're not taking up space for



somebody who works with us before I do that. Okay. So my final question is, if you could walk
us through some form of learning experience of working outside, you know, I'll be sharing our
mistakes. It's a great way to help other people understand, you know, how to redirect around
around those things and make different mistakes themselves, inevitably, but yeah, so just
curious if there's a learning experience of working in public space that you would like to share
with others in fundraiser moments? In my case.

Kay Slater  1:39:27
Yes, so I recently had the privilege of working on the new works exhibition team to bring a show
that is currently on Granville Island. It's called past echoes in the present. And it is showcasing
eight artists who, in celebration of Asian Heritage Month and it was it was wonderful. Each one
of these dance artists were were challenged to think about their practice and what it looks like in
a exhibition in a exhibit in a standing place and a lot of them hadn't been thinking that way. And
it was really lovely to be a part of that thought processes. They all thought through this. I have a
lot of experience working in gallery spaces or in the site specific places that are set up. for
public work, but it's only been in this past year where I've had to really adapt and come up with
solutions and spaces that haven't traditionally hosted these kinds of shows. And so I wanted to
kind of balance that I have 10 years of experience as a proprietor, I should remember that I
need to have my cat's paw tool for this specific kind of hammer or whatever. But yeah, I don't
because it's in the gallery, and it would normally be here on my pegboard. And so if I was in the
gallery, I could just walk in and get my hammer and whatever it was a minute of having to go
and get that but you're on site, and you forgotten that hammer. And yes, you might be able to
use a tin can into the bottom of the shoe or come up with something else. But you're going to hit
a point where somebody has forgotten something. And so this is a reminder that this is a long
winded reminder to get to the point where people have said, you need to plan more time to be
outside. Because, as Christie said, it's never the one thing that you think is going to go wrong.
And if you have planned out all of your parking to be stationary all day and do not have a runner
to go and get that specific tool or cable. Asthma prefer epi pen, any of those things like from
from low level hammer to emergency, things are going to take at least twice as long. And if you
could, you can strike a day early. Well, well done. But it's more likely you're going to need that
extra day or that extra hour or those nighttime lights. So reiterating again, something that

Marie Lopes  1:42:11
I do yourself every day to see if you have one. Yeah, so I am very stuck in the present, I think
because of because I've been waiting for today's announcement for so long, from Dr. Bonnie.
And one of the things that I've learned over the past 16 months when you're working outdoors is
the importance of having a very, very kind and patient COVID consideration, minder, because
it's, it's all fine to go, Okay, well, we'll only have an audience of 50. But there has to be a person
when that audience hits 60 or 70, who has the skills and the time to go up to the people who
have gathered late and say, You know what, I'm really sorry. But we're limited to 50 people, and
we're gonna have to ask you to keep walking. And you know, we're going to be back here
tomorrow night, and we hope we'll see you then. And that person cannot be the stage manager,
it can't be any of the performers, it can't be the emcee. And also going back to that notion of
context and the unexpected, and the generosity. folks want to know what you're doing. And they



want to know how long you're going to be doing it. And then they may want to tell you what their
relationship with our kids and how often they walk their dog there. And again, the stage
manager, the box office, the performers themselves, this is not the time for them to be having
that interface. So something that I've learned over the over this past year is that a human being
who has tremendous skills around generosity and the public who is on site with you. And
meeting meeting the world is tremendously helpful. definitely true.

Heather Lamoureux  1:44:39
And I would say if you have multiple like areas, like if, like sometimes we're buying, we have like
an installation over here and the performance over here. You need that person in both areas,
because you might forget about oh, that's just a little thing going off to the side. And actually,
that's probably the thing that people are going to get, you know, not connected to the bigger
thing and so just like every area really good.

Christie Watson  1:45:15
Thanks. Yeah, we've been thinking a lot about that person. The context that I'm using for it as
well is, it's a really great opportunity for an audience development.

So rather than thinking about it like this can be easy to think of it as a kind of gatekeeping.

More of, you know, you want people to come in, you want to become engaged. That's the whole
point when side COVID. But let's assume you wanted to go outside, then you have to also want
that kind of, let's call it random engagements. And to cultivate them, so so that person is not just
simply there to provide the rules, but also to to help people about what it is and why these kinds
of interesting things in this opportunity.

connection

in terms of my own experience, so the worst one, the worst learning, and it's back to the
communication about approaching from years ago, outdoor weekend Music Festival in a little
town called Elmont, Ottawa where I grew up. And it was a in many ways of tremendous
success, but it ended up getting shut down right before the big finale, because I was just a little
bit too cavalier about what people needed to know. And the fact that this was an incredibly loud
event. So that headliner, or the second to last band was sort of touted as one of the loudest in
the world, super hippie peace, love kind of vibe that this was not an aggressive sort of scenario.
Nevertheless, when, you know, people, farmer's fields, miles and miles away, started hearing
this noise needed to end somebody got the message from somebody to come in. And under
normal circumstances, let this thing continue, because it has to be something terrible. So I have
this very visceral memory of standing in the circle of everybody who had come to see this
wonderful you can experiment on music, performance, high beings shining into the circle of the
manager of this detail, sort of squandered on for this performance in this final act of the show,
this weekend is basically this, this person telling me off, because things are not being anyway,
so. And also, I dealt with it, I got through it, and it was fine. A lot of people had a wonderful time
at that where everybody basically had a wonderful time, but things still happen.



To get someone down and say, Hey, I just really want you to understand exactly. Better to get
shut down or have to be shut down. I'm not really sure. But if you want to avoid stress.

The second piece of that learning which I still have enough people in time and resources
because after that tool, or do the next morning, there was me and my buddy Blake, cleaning up
this entire festival, basically just right. This isn't actually done until you cleaned it. So have
people around to help you because you're gonna make yourself produce and you're doing
everything already in the show happens every time you go home, and there you are, whatever it
is to install. You got it. You got to move in budget as well. So like if you're renting things rather
than bringing stuff in, and someone's like, yeah, we'll deliver it for this much extra. Yeah, budget
time and money. bodies for strike.

Heather Lamoureux  1:50:09
Yeah, so Part Two A lot of work. Yeah, I'll just quickly add, and then you can close. For me, a lot
of my learning how to mea ningfully center Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-Waututh urban
indigenous artists, and how to create spaces that are safer spaces for them and acknowledge
that

just means acknowledging that them being in public space black and indigenous people
performing in public spaces Not at all, as safe as it is for a white person to be his public space.
And there has to be extra precaution around that. Being mindful about that, you know,
particularly in the first few years, we did get

angry people angry. When

that happens, you know, we had to do it again that like, it's the communicating thing, but this
time, you know, yeah, there's generosity, but also, like, it's more like, No, you need to leave like
that has to happen. So, yeah, I've had to have that. The first time it's happened, I wasn't
prepared, that that would happen. And I was surprised by surprise. Yeah, so really big thinking
about I guess, in, in context of, like, of all these Institute's thinking about which artists holding
space for and what that means in that place, and what kind of kind of safety needs to be
considered around that. And a lot of that is having an audience video cameras save a lot of
space, as well. To make people feel like it's something important especially when you don't have
pages to find those pages. Because sometimes people just think it's like nothing but then like
your pieces of equipment, or make it feel like it's actually an event. So yeah, that would be my
learning I would share so I guess we will close it there. big thank you to pay me money. I
learned a lot from you. This is fun. And thank you to do Beverly we're Sophie and Ashley having
this conversation in diapers that transcript will be available. Anybody for any organization has

Julie Mamias  1:53:28
just a big thank you to to you Heather and Kay and Marie and Christy like thank you so much for
sharing your experiences and notice and tips to everybody and I hope that Yeah, everyone you



know, you learn something and you know how to ask for families. Yeah, just thinking right, we
can go all listen to Bonnie. Bye, thank you. Thanks everyone. So much.


